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But the Tree Remembers…”
		
-African Proverb
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Game Overview
Take your favourite revenge movie and crank the action-dial up a few
notches…
Welcome to Vengeance!
Players step into the shoes of a Hero wronged by one or more of the gangs
in the game. Players win by building up their Heroes, scouting Gang Dens
to find their targets and taking bloody revenge on them through actionpacked fight sequences made up of dice-based puzzles.
The game opens up with The Wronging. This is a prelude to the rest of
the game, in which the Heroes get bashed by gang Bosses. The game then
alternates between 2 types of rounds: Montage and Combat rounds.
Montage rounds allow players to purchase Upgrades for their Heroes,
Recon gang Dens and heal any damage sustained. Combat sees Heroes
bursting into the gang dens and attempting to take out their target gang’s
Boss, their minions or both. Victory Points ( ) are earned by killing
Bosses, clearing Dens from Minions and scoring additional points through
Mission and Achievement cards. The player with the most Victory Points at
the end of the game, wins.
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Game Setup
1

2

The number of gangs in play varies depending on the number of players. For a
4-player game, use 4 gangs. For a 2 or 3-player game, use only 3 gangs. Remove
all the Boss cards, Vengeance cards and miniatures related to the discarded gang
from play. Place the remaining Boss cards and Vengeance cards in two face down
pile next to board.
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Place all 6 Dens that have the 2
in their top right corner face up. That
number represents the Den’s Victory Point ( ) value. Both the 2
and 3
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Dens on their opposite side. The dens are
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PLAYER ORDER
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4
Vinnie’s Parts

turn tracker

4
Recon tokens

little gudrun

5

trucker lady
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Act 2

combat

combat
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Draw 2 out of the 5 Mission cards and place them beside the top 2 (white) spaces
on the Victory Point Board. Then shuffle the deck of 15 Achievement cards,
draw 2 and place them beside the bottom 2 (yellow) spaces. Place the rest in a
face down pile next to the Victory Point Board.

In the Boss card deck, there are 4 Big Boss cards. These may be identified by the
symbol in their upper right corner. Put these Big Boss cards aside for now and
shuffle the rest of the Boss cards.
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KER

TURN TRAC

Players then select a colour and take the respective tokens and markers. There
should be 6 Recon tokens, and 3 markers for each Hero. One marker goes on
the Victory Point Board and the other one on the Turn Tracker Board (the player
order will be determined in The Wronging). Set the third one aside. This is used
to mark a player going past 30
.
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Each player selects a Hero to play as and takes the corresponding Hero board,
minitature and all corresponding montage cards. In your first few games, remove
the 3 Montage cards with the .

Place the Turn Marker on The Wronging section of the Turn Tracker Board.
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Separate Ability Upgrades (light brown) and Item Upgrades (light green)
and shuffle these separately.
Place 8 random Ability Upgrades face up on the Shop Board in the
Ability Upgrade section.
Place 4 random Item Upgrades face up on the Shop Board in the Item
Upgrade section.
Place the remaining Abilities and Items in 2 face down piles close to the
Shop Board.
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Populate the Shop Board as follows:
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DEN

Medicine

a.
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shop board
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4

ability upgrades
Knife Throw

Next, lay out the Den boards. Dens represent gang hideouts which the
players attack during Fight phases, in order to take revenge and score Victory
Points ( ).
a.
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first time vengeance?
After completing the Setup, we suggest you read through the Quickstart guide. This
will speed up the Wronging and the first Montage round by providing balanced
presets that will help you get right into the meat of the game.

Place 1 Boss card face down on each of the 6 Dens.
Now take the Big Boss cards and shuffle them in with the rest of the
remaining Boss cards to form the Boss card draw pile.
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BLITZ

3

Place Minion miniatures on the Dens. Most Den zones have 1 or more on
them. These correspond to the colour of a Minion miniature’s base. Place a
miniature of the corresponding colour on the respective icon. Leave empty
for now. Boss rooms,marked with a
, are also left empty.
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Place Wild tokens in Zones with a
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There are 4 Blitz Vengeance cards in the Vengeance deck. These do not have a
gang colour or boss on them. Set these aside from the rest of the Vengeance cards
for now.
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Finally, place the red and black damage cubes, white Montage dice and the red
and green Fight dice within easy reach of the players.
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Setup is now complete.

+1 to
den VP

3

Kazu Ono

Kaiser

wild tokens

9

11
- beating 2 x hurt

When Kazu Ono is killed, he
deals 2 hurt to the hero.

10
5
missions

symbol on them.

Wild One
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The player with the most wild
tokens at the end of the game
gains 3 . On a tie, all tied
players gain 1 .
MISSION

Kill ’Em All
The player with the
highest number of
scored Vengeance cards
of a single gang gains 4 .
On a tie, all tied players gain 2

.

MISSION

Survivor

The Acts

Take 4 hurt in
a Fight phase and survive.
Gain 1 .
ACHIEVEMENT

Bloody Vengeance
Start a Fight with
5 or more Vengeance cards in play.
Gain 2 .

Following The Wronging, gameplay progresses in 3 acts, each made up of 2
types of round: Montage and Combat rounds. Act 1 includes 1 Montage round
followed by 1 Combat round. Acts 2 and 3 include 1 Montage round followed by
2 Combat rounds. After the third act, the game ends, points are tallied and a
winner is declared.

ACHIEVEMENT

Glass Alley

achievement

the pits

victory point board

achievement cards

Before starting the third Montage, remove all Boss cards on any 2
Dens that
are still in play. Shuffle these cards and place them under the Boss deck. Afterwards, flip the 2
Dens to reveal the 4
Den on their opposite surface and put
these into play. Populate them with newly drawn Boss cards and Minions as usual.
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Attributes

vengeance cards
Jimmy’s Chop Shop
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caNdy corner

Heroes in Vengeance have 3 major attributes:

hero board
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Mind: Represents the Hero’s intelligence and willpower. It determines
player order at the start of the game and grants the use of more Montage
dice during the Montage round. The “S” next to a value means a drafted
die may be swapped for another result that the player chooses.

2.

Skill: Represents a Hero’s fight expertise. It governs the number of red
Fight dice rolled during Fight rounds. If the number on the Skill track
has a
symbol in its top-right corner the player adds a green Bonus
Fight die to their complement of Fight dice. The
face of the Bonus
die has no effect and is treated as a
result.

boss cards
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/

2
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hurt

/

markswoman
->
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If the number on the Skill track has a
the player adds a Bonus die, but the

montage cards

3.

5

symbol in its top-right corner
face is treated as a
result.

Health: Represents a Hero’s constitution. Players will most commonly
receive damage to Health during gameplay, but it is also the easiest
Attribute to heal.

Damage
and knock outs

The Wronging
During The Wronging, players are bashed and tortured by a number of gang Bosses. By
making use of Vengeance cards, players can begin to form their overall game strategy.
Each Vengeance card depicts a single Boss, the damage they inflict on a Hero when
put into play and their value in Victory Points ( ) when defeated. The Wronging
progresses as follows:

During gameplay, Heroes will suffer damage to their Attributes. This is represented by placing a red cube on the left-most empty space on the respective track. The
Attribute’s current value is the left-most value not covered by a damage cube.
Damage types are as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Stress damage is placed on the Mind track.
Broken damage is placed on the Skill track.
Hurt damage is placed on the Health track.

If any of the Heroes’ attribute tracks become full during a Combat turn, they are
immediately knocked out and their Combat turn ends. A Hero cannot suffer more
damage from Vengeance cards than the respective Attributes can sustain. At least
one numbered space must be left empty. A Vengeance card that would take a
Hero beyond the maximum allowed by an Attribute track cannot be played.
Severe Damage: Some cards instruct players to take “severe” damage. This functions in the same way as regular damage, but is instead represented by a black
cube and is harder to heal.

- bashing -

- crushed knee -

2 x hurt

- Bad Trip 1 x stress

357

Vuk the Bear

Sisifuz

Batoman

24
5

24
5

1 x severe broken

damage is placed from left to right on the relevant tracker.
“Severe” damage always goes to the far left.
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Deal 9 Vengeance cards to each player. In a two player game, place aside one
random Vengeance card face down, then deal 13 cards to each player.

2.

Each player selects 1 Vengeance card from their hand and places it face down in
front of them. Players will not suffer damage from the cards they’ve selected yet;
that will be done later.

3.

After selecting a card, players pass the remainder of their hand to the player to their
left.

4.

Repeat steps 2 and 3 until each player has 7 Vengeance cards.

5.

Take the remaining Vengeance cards, add the Blitz Vengeance cards set aside during
game setup to these and shuffle these together to form the Vengeance card deck face
down.

6.

The 7 cards each player selected become the players’ Vengeance hand and should
remain hidden from other players during gameplay until they are suffered.

7.

Players now select 3 cards from their hand; these will represent which Bosses
have wronged the Hero. Their Hero suffers damage according to the amount
listed at the bottom of each Vengeance card. A Vengeance card cannot be played
if the damage it deals exceeds the available space on the relevant track.

8.

These 3 cards are placed face up in front of each player. Later on in the game,
players may put more Vengeance cards into play from their hand.

9.

The initial player order is now set according to each Hero’s current Mind value,
with the highest value going first, then second highest going next and so on. In
the case of a tie, shuffle the coloured discs of the tied players together and blindly
draw them in order. This will be the initial player order.
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Montage

combaT

Act 2

The Montage round
the Montage: Dice Draft Phase

The Montage round is split into 4 phases
1.
2.

3.
4.

Dice Draft
Action Phase
1. Card Placement
2. Card Reveal
3. Clean-Up
Vengeance
Player Order

The first phase of the Montage round is the dice draft: During this phase, players
roll their Montage dice (the white dice) into a common pool. The number of
dice each player rolls is equal to the Hero’s current value on the Mind track.
These die results will be used to boost the 3 Montage actions during the Action
phase.
Starting with the first player, and then proceeding in player order, players take
turns claiming 1 die each from the pool, up to the number of Montage dice they
contributed to the pool. If the Hero’s current Mind value has an “S”, the player
may change the result of one of their dice into anything they wish. Repeat this
until all dice are claimed

Each Montage round revolves around 3 distinct types of Montage actions, which
players will make during the Action phase of The Montage. The Montage actions
are Heal, Upgrade and Recon. Each action costs a certain amount of points,
which will be explained below.

For example, if a player A rolled their complement of 2 Montage dice into the
pool, while player B rolled their complement of 4 dice, they each take turns
claiming dice until player A claims back their 2 dice and player B claims back
the 4 dice they contributed to the pool.

Heal : A Heal action allows players to remove a damage cube from their Hero
Board. The cost to heal 1 damage cube depends on the type of damage it is as
follows:
Stress

3 heal points.

Severe Stress

3 heal points.

Broken

3 heal points.

Severe Broken

4 heal points.

Hurt

1 heal point.

Severe Hurt

3 heal points.

The dice results are as follows:
Double Heal: Gives the player 2 Heal points.

Upgrade : An Upgrade action allows players to gain an Upgrade Tile from
the Shop Board:
Full Auto Slam
<->

Upgrade: Gives the player 1 Upgrade point.
Recon: Gives the player 1 Recon point.

upgrage Abilities allow the players to perform powerful
combos during combat. Each Upgrade Ability can be used once
per Fight Roll.

Wild: Gives any Montage card a 1 point boost OR Allows the player
to buy a Vengeance card during the Vengeance phase.

Medicine
phase,
Outside of a fight

remove 2 hurt

Speed: Gives a 1 point boost to the player’s Speed result, which will
determine player order during the Player Order phase.

upgrade Items offer the players extra versatility at a lower
cost. Upgrade Items are discarded after one use.

at the bottom of the Upgrade tile indicates how many Upgrade points
The
each Upgrade tile costs. After a player has finished purchasing Upgrades, repopulate the empty slots on the Shop Board with new Upgrade Tiles.
Players can only have 4 active upgrades at any given time, which including their
default ability in the right most upgrade space. However, they can purchase as
many upgrades as they wish. Whenever a player acquires a new Upgrade, they
may decide to place it either in an empty upgrade slot, on top of an existing
Upgrade or beneath an existing Upgrade. Only the Upgrades on top are considered active and usable. Upgrades may be reorganised during the Ready phase of
a Combat round.
Recon
: A Recon action allows players to gain a Recon token. During the
Ready phase of the Combat round, players can place a Recon token on a face
down Boss cards on the Dens in play. This will allow them to look at that Boss
card freely. Players can have a maximum of 6 recon tokens. Performing Recon is
explained further on page 10.
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the Montage: action Phase
Card Placement
During the Action phase, players play their Montage cards which, along with their
drafted Montage dice, will determine how many action points they have.

that Montage card, any number of times. Before they do, players start by counting
up the value on the Montage card, the value on the Hero board slot under the
Montage card and any Montage dice they wish to use to boost the result, which
are subsequently discarded. They can then turn these action points into as many
actions as they choose.

Each Hero’s deck of Montage cards is different. Montage cards are split down the
middle:
ªª The right side displays the Montage Actions players will be able to take during
the Card Reveals. It often also gives a few extra action points, indicated by the
number next to the type of Montage Action.
ªª The left side shows the Montage card’s Speed value. This grants an equivalent
point boost to the player’s Speed result, which will determine player order
during the Player Order Phase.

For example, 5 Heal points could be turned into a heal action that costs 3 (healing
a Stress damage) and two heal actions that cost 1 each (healing a Hurt damage).
However, they could also be turned into just a heal action that costs 4 (healing a
Severe Broken damage). Any unused points are lost.
Players then reveal the Montage card adjacent to the 1 space and repeat this
process. Finally, they reveal the Montage card adjacent to the 0 space and repeat
this process one last time.

Heroes also feature a special effect on some of their Montage cards, represented by
a red strip.
Each player places a Montage card face down adjacent to the 2
spaces on their respective Hero boards.

,1

Clean-Up
Players might still have unused Montage dice. In player order, players can take any
type of Montage action, any number of times, to resolve the Montage dice they
have left. This is the last opportunity players have to take Montage actions during
the Montage round.

and the 0

Card Reveal
Players start by revealing the Montage card adjacent to the 2 space on their
hero board. In player order, players can now take the type of action shown on
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The first Montage card revealed gives Kaja 6 heal points to spend.
These are spent on 3 heal actions: 4 points to heal a severed broken,
and 2 actions of 1 point that each heal 1 hurt.

The second montage card revealed yields 2 recon points: 0 from the
result. These
montage card, 1 from the hero board and 1 from the
are used to play 2 recon actions yielding 2 recon tokens
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The Montage: Vengeance Phase

Playing New Vengeance cards

In player order, players may now choose to spend any number of
or tokens to
draw an equal amount of Vengeance cards from the Vengeance deck. Players must
or tokens they will spend before looking at any of their
declare how many
drawn Vengeance cards. If there are no more Vengeance cards in the deck, then no
new ones may be acquired.

Vengeance cards may be played at any time during the Montage or the Ready phase
of a Combat round. These are played face-up in front of the player. The player
immediately suffers the damage indicated by the card. A Vengeance card cannot be
played if the damage it deals exceeds the available slots on the relevant track. Players
may play any number of new Vengeance cards this way.

left unused. These dice are lost.

At the end of the Vengeance phase, discard any

Hardcore Rules: Experienced players may opt to play with additional
rules during The Montage:

The Montage: Player Order Phase

ªª During the setup, deal the 3 removed Montage cards marked with
a
symbol to their respective players. Each player should end up
with 9 Montage cards.
ªª Resolve The Montage round as usual. However, at the end of the
round, players must discard 2 of the 3 Montage cards they used
during The Action phase. These may not be used again in future
Montages!

This is the final phase of the Montage round. Players tally the point boosts
granted by the Montage cards’ Speed Value as well as the point boosts granted by
any claimed Speed dice. Re-arrange the individual player markers on the Turn
Tracker, with the highest Speed value going first. If players are tied they retain
their previous player order.
When the new player order is established, move the Turn Marker and begin the
new round.
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The third Montage card revealed gives 3 Upgrade points: 1 from the
Montage card, 1 from the
die result and 1 from thE token. This
allows the player to buy Upgrades from the Shop Board worth a
total of 3 points.
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The Combat round
The Combat round is split into 2 phases. In the Combat round, each player
resolves both Ready and Fight phases before play moves on to the next player.

2.

Fight: In this phase, players enter a Den and initiate a fight with its
unsavoury occupants.

Batoman

Combat: Ready phase

2

Batoman

Ready: In this phase, players spend their Recon tokens, re-arrange their
Upgrade tiles and play new Vengeance cards.

batoman

1.

1. If you kill the den boss Batoman and have 2 Batoman Vengeance
cards in play (ie face up on the table), you score 4 points

During the Ready part of Combat, players perform any or all of the following
actions in any order:

24
5

24
5

- Dripping Technique -

ªª Re-arrange their Upgrades as explained on page 7.
ªª Play new Vengeance cards, as explained in the previous section.
ªª Perform Recon on any of the 6 Dens in play.

1 x stress

- Bad Trip 1 x stress

Dae-Shi

To Recon a den, players place 1 of their Recon tokens on a Den and look at the
face down Boss card. They can look at the card again at any time during the game
as long as they have a Recon token on it. They may not show this card to other
players, but they are allowed to tell all the other players what the card is or lie
about its contents, if they so wish. Recon tokens are removed from a Den once it
is attacked. You can exchange Wild tokens for unused Recon tokens at any time
during the Ready phase as explained on page 13.

batoman

Combat: Fight phase

3

2

2. if you failed to kill batoman,
but killed all the minions,
you can spend any suffered vengeance
cardthat has a matching gang symbol
to claim the minion score

A Fight begins by selecting the Den and revealing its Boss card. Note that while
players can attack a Den they have not performed Recon on, they risk engaging
a gang worth no
to them. This is explained further on page 16.
Once a Den is revealed, populate the Boss Zone
. with a Boss miniature of
the corresponding gang type, as well as their accompanying Minions - which
are indicated in the top right part of their revealed Boss card. Note that all the
Bosses of one gang are represented by one miniature resembling the Big Boss
of that gang. Some Dens also feature Henchmen, indicated by red circles in a
given Den, which were left empty during the Game Setup. Place henchmen
miniatures on these spots. Minion types are explained on page 17.

3. if you kill everyone - the den boss batoman and all the minions
- then you can spend the two batoman cards for the 4
and
claim the den’s 2
for killing all the minions in the den.
vengeance is yours!
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Fight: Attacking a Den
When a player begins their attack on a Den, they place their Hero miniature on the Den, starting on the entry zone . Minions
and Bosses may never move into, shoot or in any way attack the entry zone , unless they have abilities that state otherwise.
Each Den is divided into multiple zones as shown in the image below. Two zones are considered to be adjacent if they are connected by a doorway
.
An attack on a Den lasts for 3 Fight rolls. In each Fight roll, the active player rolls a number of Fight dice indicated by the Hero’s
current Skill value on the Skill track and resolve them one by one. Once 3 rolls are completely resolved, the hero must exit the Den.
If at any time during the Fight a Hero takes enough damage to fill 1 of their Attribute tracks, they are KO’d and the Fight ends
immediately. Excess damage is discarded. A Hero with an Attribute track full of damage cannot engage in a Fight until all their
Attributes have a value of 1 or more. Any kills a Hero managed before being KO’d or before being forced to exit the Den may still
be scored for
. For example, if a Hero kills the Boss, only to be KO’d by 1 of the Minions later, then they may still score
for
the Boss. The same rule applies when killing all Minions in a Den.

DENOTES
BOSS ZONE

Hardcore Rules:
Once players get used to the Fight
phase, we recommend playing with the
3 minute timer provided. While it is
not a must, it helps to give Fight turns a
frantic, action movie sequence feel. The
player to the right of the active player
flips the timer provided when the Fight
dice are rolled for the first time. If the
attacking player does not complete the
Fight within the 3 minute limit, then
they must immediately exit the Den,
taking damage as usual as they flee. They
score
according to what they have
managed to achieve until that point.

WALLs Are
impassable

A boss with his own
minions. Place them
anywhere in the Boss Zone
put the
relevant
minion type
on their
coloured
circle

doorway

the colour
indicates
what
abilities the
minion has

put a wild
token here.
if you kill
everyone in
the current
zone, you
claim it

The dotted line is a doorway.
you can shoot -and be shotthrough them.

PUT THE BOSS
CARD HERE
doorway

feel free to narrate
how you cornered this scoundrel
and his entourage in a back alley

START
HERE!
caNdy corner
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Fight: Running

Fight: Using Fight Dice
and Taking hero Actions

Before each of the three fight dice rolls, a player may choose to make a Run action.
A Run allows the player to move their miniature into any zone adjacent to the one
they are in.

Once Fight dice have been rolled, a player may now use them to perform an action.
Players do not need to use all the actions provided by their Fight dice. After using a
Fight die to perform an action, the dice is locked and may not be used again.

A Run action is a reckless dash, unlike the Move action described below. Players
suffer damage if they Run out of a zone containing enemies. Unless otherwise
indicated, players take 1 Hurt for each Minion or Boss in the zone they have just
(yellow base) prevent Heroes from both Move
moved out of. Blocker Minions
and Run actions. Minion types may be found on page 17.
actions

Hero actions are marked on the Fight dice with white icons. When a card or tile
refers to a Hero action, it includes all the following actions on both Fight and
Bonus dice

Fight: fight Dice

Move: This allows the Hero to move to an adjacent zone. Unlike the Run
action, enemies do not deal damage to the Hero if they move out of an
occupied zone.

After deciding whether or not to make a Run action, players roll their complement
of Fight dice. Should a player roll 3 or more combined , they may discard 1
. They may continue discarding Fight dice and
and reroll all the remaining
rerolling until they roll a result with less than 3 . Players must finish all re-rolls
re-rolls and re-rolls granted by Abilities and Items before they start
including
playing Hero actions.

HIT: The Hit Action deals 1 Hurt to any 1 Minion or Boss currently in the
same zone as the Hero. Unless otherwise indicated, Minions have 1 Health
and will fall to a single hit
double hIT: The Double Hit action deals 2 damage to a single enemy in
the same zone as the Hero. If it used used on an enemy with 1 Health, the
excess damage is lost.
shot: The Shot action deals 1 damage to any 1 Minion or Boss in an
adjacent zone.
actions cannot be played on an enemy in the same zone
results to a zone containing Grunts ,
as the Hero. When assigning
the Grunts must be targettted first.

so you’re in a room
surrounded by thugs
and you roll…
…poorly

Abilities: Abilities are essential to success in Vengeance. During a Fight, a
player may choose to use any of their Abilities. Most Abilities convert actions
into other actions, but some generate additional actions or provide other
benefits. Each ability may only be used once per Fight roll. Actions yielded
from using an Ability can be used in any sequence along with the rest of the
actions available for the roll. They may not, however carry over to the next
+
gain…” only
Fight roll. In the case of Abilities that state “If you roll
results after re-rolling all Fight dice count and these are not discarded
the
after they yield the gained Hero action unless an ability states otherwise. For
further clarifications about icons on the Ability tiles please refer to the Glossary
on page 20. Actions provided by Abilities may also be used to activate different
abilities, as long as each Ability is used only once. Hero actions resulting from
the use of an Ability may be combined freely with Hero actions rolled on Fight
dice or other Abilities in the same roll in any order.

but you got skills!

belly
through the
+

-> 3x

swap out those two shot
results for three hits

Item Upgrades: Most Items may only be used during the Fight phase. Simply
discard the Item to gain its effects. Only 1 Item may be used per Fight roll.

and get your vengeance on

Unless otherwise stated, Minions have 1 Health, which means that they are killed
when they take 1 damage. Some Minions, such as Tough Guys , have 2 Health.
This is indicated in the explanation of Minions on page 17 and on the Reference Card.
Bosses have at least 2 health. Damage does not persist between Fight rolls. Enemies
with more than 1 health must be killed in a roll or they will return to full Health in
the next. However, damage assigned from different Fight dice, items and abilities to a
single enemy in a roll all count towards the damage tally for that roll.

During a Fight, it is the responsibility of the player to the right of the active
player to check for enemy and boss activation and enforce their abilities.
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Fight: Enemy Activation Results

After the Fight & Den Rotation

Enemies activate when
is rolled and after the player has activated all their Hero
triggers, all Minions and Bosses are
actions, unless stated otherwise. When
considered activated. This may also activate gang abilities or Boss powers. Unless
otherwise specified, each activated Minion and Boss in the same zone as the Hero
deals 1 Hurt damage to them

At the end of a Fight Phase, score
as indicated on page 16. Discard the Boss
card on the Den. Stand Boss cards discarded this way up in a wall of triumph, so
that all players may see which Bosses have been killed so far. Any time a Boss card is
discarded, the Den it is attached to is also discarded.
If the discarded Den was a 2
or a 3 , replace it with the next 3
Den in the
draw pile. If there are no more 3
Dens, replace it with a 4
Den.

occurs only after the player has taken all their actions.
Generally, damage from
The only exception are Henchmen and Bosses of the Lordz gang, who activate
before player actions are taken.

If there are no more Dens in the draw pile, flip it over to its 4
side and put it in
play. If the Den completed is a 4
Den, remove it from the game and replace it
with another 4
den from the pile .

Each enemy only activates once per Fight roll. This means that regardless of the
rolled, each activated Minion and Boss only deals damage once per
number of
Fight roll.

Once the new Den is in play, place a new Boss card on it and re-populate the Den.
If there are no more Boss cards left in the draw pile, remove the Den from play
altogether. In the unlikely event that there are no Boss cards in the deck or on the
Dens, the game ends when all players in the current round have taken their turn.

are not discarded until the end of the Fight roll.
Unlike Hero action results,
This means that when different types of Minions and Bosses activate at different
might trigger more than once in a Fight roll. For
parts of the Fight roll, a single
example, if a zone has both a Lordz henchman and a Grunt, the Lordz henchman
would activate before the hero actions, while the Grunt would activate afterwards.

If the Boss is still alive at the end of the Fight, leave the Boss card face up on the
Den and re-populate the Den with Minions, even if all the minions were killed
were scored for the den. Other players can attack the Den during their
and
turn if they wish. Dens are only rotated when the boss is killed.

only deal damage to Heroes in adjacent Zones. Members of the Zuce
Gunmen
Clan deal damage to players in their current Zone as well as in any adjacent Zones.

Fight: Sitting Out a Fight
A player may choose to sit out the Fight phase of a Combat Turn (they may still
perform the Ready phase). If they do so, the player performs the following actions in
order:

Fight: Exiting a Den
If a player has successfully cleared out a den, then they automatically exit the Den
safely and score points as outlined on page 10 and 16.

1. Roll their hero’s current complement of Montage dice. They may then
or
actions equal to the points
spend these dice to perform ,
generated from the die roll. Speed results have no effect.
2. Exchange any number of Wild tokens or Wild
results
or Upgrade
point as normal.
for 1 Heal , Recon
3. Exchange Wild tokens or Wild
to draw Vengeance cards.
4. Draw 1 Vengeance card for free.

However, if at the end of the 3 fight rolls there are still Minions left or the Boss is
left standing, the Hero might take damage as they flee the Den:
1. Trace a path from the Hero miniature’s current position to the entry zone.
2. The Hero takes 1 Hurt from each enemy they pass on the way out,
regardless of the enemies’ abilities and without exception. This includes
enemies in the zone the Hero is currently in.
3. If the Hero’s health would be reduced to 0, follow the rules for taking
damage as normal. They still score
for what they accomplished
while in the Den.

Ending the Combat round
Once all players have completed their respective Combat turns, move the Turn
Marker to the next space on the Turn Tracker and begin the next round as indicated.

Wild Tokens
If a zone containing a Wild token

has been cleared from any Minions and Bosses, the player collects the Wild token in it. These may be used either to::

ªª Perform a
action during the Ready phase of the Combat turn. Swap the Wild token for one of your unclaimed, player coloured Recon tokens
to better identify the Dens you’ve performed Recon on.
ªª Purchase a card from the Vengeance deck. This may only be done in the Vengeance phase, as explained on page 9.
ªª Wild tokens may also be used to provide +1 point boosts to Montage cards, exactly in the same way as Wild dice.
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Roll 2!

example fight phase

kaja vs batoman

Roll 1!
she starts with 1 stress from the dripping technique she suffered
at the hands of batoman during the wronging
1 Kaja uses her run action to freely enter the fray
KAJA rolls her 5 FIGHT dice

2 Kaja kills the Henchman with the
, 3 shoots the grunt
4 converts the
to a
with her
in the other zone with
veteran ability and takes out the grunt in the same zone. with no
other actions left kaja faces the Tough Guy and takes a point of
hurt damage from his activation

GRUNT

KAJA rolls her 5 FIG

a bad roll - time for some tactics. Kaj
with
as he’s got 2 health, the To
1 kaja uses her
to roll past the To
zone. the is wasted. 2 batoman hit
Hurt Damage instead of the regular 1
ability. The
has n

batoman

3

1

henchman
Tough Guy

2

GRUNT
4

2

batoman

Batoman

24
5

1

KAJA

- Dripping Technique -

caNdy corner

1 x stress

Ready Phase
Recon
Play Vengeance cards
Arrange abilities
Fight Phase
3 Fight Rolls
exit and Score
Replace Den if a boss is killed

5

upgrade

upgrade

3

-2

2S

mind
4

/

4

4

skill
5

-2

2

4

3

health

-3

-4

1S

1

-

3

2

1
-

Ready Phase
Recon
Play Vengeance cards
Arrange abilities
Fight Phase
3 Fight Rolls
exit and Score
Replace Den if a boss is killed

4

hurt

/

Veteran

upgrade

->

4
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Combat Round

2

broken

/

Montage Round
draft Montage dice
assign & resolve Montage cards
buy Vengeance cards
set player order

stress

/

3

2
/

upgrade

-

3
/

-3

2

kaja

Combat Round

-1

3S

The Florist

kaja

The Florist

Montage Round
draft Montage dice
assign & resolve Montage cards
buy Vengeance cards
set player order

upgrade

3S

mind
4

skill
5

health

Roll 2!

Roll 3! final roll!

lls her 5 FIGHT dice

SCORING

KAJA rolls her 5 FIGHT dice

1 kaja plants her twin blades into batoman with her
.
take care of the wayward Tough
That takes him out. 2 the two
is ignored because batoman is dead by the time it is
Guy. THe
activated. 3 without any minions to obstruct her, kaja can claim
the wild token here.

Batoman

tactics. Kaja is unable to kill batoman
alth, the Tough Guy is also 2 health.
past the Tough Guy and into batoman’s
atoman hits on
dealing 2 points of
he regular 1 due to his Tengu-Kai Boss
he
has no effect.

24
5

- Bashing 2 x hurt

2

1

since kaja only has one active BATOMAN
vengeance card, she takes 2 for
killing him and discards the card.
however with all minions killed
kaja claims the 2
of the den with the
same vengeance card.

3

total 4
2

2

batoman

batoman

2

caNdy corner

Round

ady Phase
Recon
nce cards
e abilities
ht Phase
ht Rolls
d Score
s killed

-1

3S

3

-2

2S

mind
4

/

4

4

skill
5

health

-2

2

4

3
2

upgrade

-

3
/

-3

-4

1S

1

3

3

2

3

2

hurt

/

Veteran

draft Montage dice
assign & resolve Montage cards
buy Vengeance cards
set player order

Combat Round
Ready Phase
Recon
Play Vengeance cards
Arrange abilities
Fight Phase
3 Fight Rolls
exit and Score
Replace Den if a boss is killed

broken

/

1
-

Montage Round

stress

/

-

2
/

-3

2

kaja

ontage dice
ntage cards
ance cards
layer order

The Florist

ge Round

caNdy corner

upgrade

upgrade

-1

3S

3

-2

2S

mind
4

/

4

4

skill
5

-2

2

4

3

health

-

3
/

upgrade

-3

-4

1S

1

stress

/

3
-

2
/

-3

2

3

2

1
-

hurt

/

Veteran

->

->
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Scoring During the Game
Blitz Vengeance Cards
Some Vengeance cards do not have a specific boss on them . These are
Blitz Vengeance cards that represent the Hero being beaten on by the
rank and file of the various gangs. These cards may be used with a Den
belonging to any gang but can only be used to score Dens. When they
bonus to that Den’s
. They cannot be
are scored, they grant a +1
used in conjunction with other Vengeance cards.

Killing a Boss that has wronged you - Scoring a Boss

BLITZ

The player with the highest number of Victory Points ( ) is the winner. The
primary way to earn
in Vengeance is to take revenge on the Bosses and
gangs that have wronged the player’s Hero. As players score points, move their
respective
token up the Victory Point Board. If players score more than
30
they stack the extra player markers and continue counting from 1. The
sources of
in the game are:

+1 to
den VP

g- beatin t
2 x hur

clear a den - scoring a boss and a den

To score a Boss, you must have a Vengeance card in play (not in your hand)
matching the image of the slain Boss. Multiple Vengeance cards of the same
Boss (up to 3 of the regular Bosses and 2 of the Big Bosses) may be scored at the
same time, though they may also be scored separately at a later time if the player
chooses. Their value in
is found in the top right of their Vengeance card.
Score the topmost
number if you score 1 of that type of boss, the middle
number if you score 2 and the bottom
number if you score 3. Then place the
scored Vengeance cards under your Hero Board. Aside from their value in ,
they may sometimes be used at the end of the game to score additional
in
missions.

If a player kills the Boss and all the Minions in a Den, while having a Vengeance
card in play which matches the Boss, then they may score both the Boss and the
Den using the same Vengeance card (or cards in the case of multiple copies of
the same Boss). This is often the most optimal method for scoring
.
Scoring Missions and Achievements
through Achievements and Missions.
Additionally, players earn
Achievements can be claimed by a player as soon as the conditions on the
Achievement card are met. A player can only claim one Achievement of their
choosing in a single Montage or Combat round. Some Achievements require
players to take tokens when a condition is met. The type of token taken
corresponds to the icon indicated on the Victory Point Board slot adjacent to
the Achievement card. Once an Achievement is claimed, all players discard the
corresponding tokens they have collected for it and a new Achievement is put
into play. If the Achievements pile becomes exhausted, do not replenish it.

Killing all the Minions in a Den of a gang that has wronged you Scoring a Den
Occasionally, players will find themselves in a situation where none of their
Vengeance cards match the Bosses in play, or they are unwilling or unable to
kill the Boss. Players may still score
by killing all the Minions found inside
a Den (including the ones in the Boss zone) while having a Vengeance card
in play matching that Boss’ gang. A Boss’ gang may be identified through the
gang emblem found in the top left corner of the Boss card. Gangs also have a
dedicated colour scheme and background. Any Vengeance card from that gang
qualifies for this method, even if the Boss does not match. Place the scored
Vengeance card under your Hero Board but score only the
indicated in
the top right corner of the Den. You do not score the
indicated on the
Vengeance card. When playing with the Kill ‘Em All Mission card all Vengeance
cards scored count towards the Mission tally whether they were used to score
Bosses killed, Dens cleared or both.

Missions are scored at the end of the game based on the Mission cards in play. See
Final Scoring below.
Wild One
st wild
with the mo
The player
the game
the end of
tied
tokens at
all
,
tie
a
On
.
gains 3
in 1 .
players ga
MISSION

Bloody Veng

eance

Star
5 or more t a Fight with
Vengeanc
e cards in
play.
Gain 2
.
ACHIEVEMENT

Final Scoring
At the end of the 3rd Act, bonus
are awarded for completing either of the 2 Missions in play. The
gained are explained on the relevant Mission Cards.
Additionally, the number of Stress cubes on a player’s Hero board gives a
penalty at the end of the
game. The number of
lost is indicated by the value above the right-most slot on the Mind track occupied by a damage cube. It’s all well and good to go around dealing dishes of revenge, but you need to be
mindful not to end up like the nasty characters you’re hunting down!
The player with the most
at the end of the game is the winner! If 2 players tie, the player with the
least amount of damage cubes (of any kind) wins. If there is still a tie, the player with the least Severe
damage wins.If a tie still remains, fill an inflatable pool with olive oil and wrestle.
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Minions

Boss and Henchmen Abilities
All Bosses and Henchmen of the same gang have the following gang abilities:

There are 5 types of ‘Minions’ in Vengeance . Unless Otherwise stated they have 1
Health and deal 1 Hurt when activated.

Tengu-Kai: Tengu-Kai deal 2 hurt when they are activated.
Zuce Clan: Zuce Clan hit current and adjacent zones.
Hell Riders: Whenever the hero suffers damage from Hell Riders’
activation, roll 1 less fight die next round, for each Hell Rider enemy that
damages the Hero.
Lordz: Lordz Resolve
before the player takes any hero action.

Grunt: Grunts have 1 Health. When assigning to a zone containing
grunts, grunts must be targeted first.
Tough Guy: Tough Guys have 2 Health.
Gunman: Gunmen have 1 Health. Gunmen hit adjacent zones only.
Blocker: Blockers have 1 Health. A hero cannot move out of a zone with a
blocker in it.
henchmen: Henchmen have 1 Health unless otherwise indicated on the
relevant Gang card. Each gang has their own corresponding Henchman
Minion, with their own unique abilities described to the right.

These abilities only apply to Henchmen and Bosses, not to all the Minions in the
respective Den.

Big Boss Powers
Aside from their gang ability, Big Bosses also benefit from a unique ‘Big Boss Power’:
Kazu Ono: When Kazu Ono is killed, he deals 2 hurt to the hero.
Don Zemun: Don Zemun takes no damage from .
Prez: Item upgrades cannot be used in the boss zone while Prez is alive.
Roxy Kween: Roxy Kween deals 2 hurt..

prez

don zemun
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Kazu Ono

VENGEANCE for one

Solo
Game
additions

In the solo game, players take on the role of one of the Heroes and play through their Vengeance story. Each Hero has a unique back-story and
campaign. The solo game has a number of rule variations from the main game, which are explained below. Each Hero has their own objectives and
winning conditions, but the rules below apply to all of the Heroes.

Setup
1

Take 3 random level 2 Dens and 3 random level 3 Dens and lay them out
on the table in front of you. Place the remaining Dens in a pile with the
4
dens side up. This is your draw pile.

2

Form a deck of Boss cards as indicated on the back of the Hero board.
If a Big Boss is present, take them out and place them at the bottom of
the pile. These Boss cards tend to be a number of Bosses that the Hero is
after, mixed in with some completely undesirable ones. Place 1 face down
on each Den and the rest in a face down draw pile.

3

Now suffer the Vengeance cards indicated on the back of the Hero board,
dealing out damage and placing them face up as normal. Take the
remaining Vengeance cards indicated on the Solo side of the Hero board
to form the Vengeance deck, shuffle them and place them face down on
the table. The gang symbols - indicate which Vengeance
cards of that gang are included in the Vengeance card deck for the
mission. Note that unless otherwise specified Blitz Vengeance cards are
not used in the Solo game.

4

Take the Shop Board and populate it with Ability Upgrades and
Item Upgrades.

5

Take all 9 of the Hero’s Montage cards, including the Hardcore Montage
cards, as well as the Hero miniature and place them in front of you. Place
a player token on the Victory Point Board.

ªª Play with the Hardcore Montage cards, following the Hardcore
Montage rules (discarding 2 of the played Montage cards for the rest of
the game) each Montage round.
ªª Recon tokens are played as normal. However, since you’re playing on
your own, you can flip the Boss card face up and discard the Recon
token. Additionally, you may discard an unused Recon token to
remove a face up Boss card and the Den they are on and replace them
with a new face down Boss card and 4
Den from the draw pile and
place a new face down Boss card.
ªª Speed works differently in the solo game. The Speed value on the
Montage cards is ignored. You may use Speed results on the Montage
dice to do one of the following:
1.
2.

Save the speed result by placing it on your Hero Board. You
may discard it during the Fight roll and use it to re-roll a
Fight die during a Fight phase.
You may discard the Speed result on the Montage die to
discard a whole column of Upgrades on the Shop Board and
replace them with new ones.

ªª Since the last Boss card is always the Big Boss card, play it face up. You
don’t need to perform Recon to find them, as you’ve beaten enough info
out of their underlings to know where the coward is hiding.
ªª If there are any 2
Dens in play at the start of the third Montage,
replace them with 4
Dens, as you would in the normal game.
ªª At the end of every Fight phase, draw a Vengeance card from the draw
pile, unless the Hero’s solo setup or Mission card states otherwise. You
may play these as you would in the normal game. You may buy
Vengeance cards as normal with Wild dice and Wild tokens.

Standard missions and achievements are not used in the Solo game. Solo Mission
cards and the objectives listed thereon are used instead.

WINNING

If it’s your first time playing a solo campaign, you should start with Shadowman’s
Solo Mission!

You win by completing ALL the objectives listed on the Hero’s Solo Mission card
and scoring at least enough
to attain a “Survived” win result. The “Survived”
level of
s counts as a minimal completion. A “Vengeance” result signifies a
solid victory, while attaining “Overkill” is the stuff of urban legends.

Montage

ªª You may roll your complement of Montage dice once, keep the results
you would like and re-roll as many of the dice as you’d like. You may
use Montage die swaps and/or Upgrades to modify the results of the
second roll.

You are ready to serve some Vengeance For One!
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GLOSSARY
2 Heal points: remove damage cubes from the hero board.

2

1 Upgrade point: buy Upgrade abilities and items from the
shop board.

Grunt: When playing
results to a zone with a
grunt in it, grunt must be targeted first.

1 Recon point: look at face-down boss cards on dens in
play.

henchman: Henchmen of different gangs have
different abilities indicated on the relevant Gang
card.

1 speed poinT: determine player order.
WILD die: Boosts a Montage Card or used to buy a
vengeance card

Tough guy: has

Gunmen: gunmen only deal damage to
Heroes in adjacent Zones.

A when you clear a zone of

big boss: indicates that this Boss is a
Big Boss. All rules for Bosses apply, but
Big Bosses have an additional ability
indicated on the boss card.

MOVE: Move 1 zone without taking damage.

hardcore: This indicates
components used only with the
optional Hardcore rules.

HIT: Deal 1 Hurt to an enemy in the same zone.
DOUBLE HIT: Deal 2 Hurt to an enemy in the same zone.
SHOT: Deal 1 hurt to an enemy in an adjacent zone. May
not be used in the current zone.
ENEMY ACTIVATION: All enemies activate.
MOVE: Move 1 zone without taking damage.
HIT: Deal 1 Hurt to an enemy in the same zone.
ENEMY ACTIVATION: All enemies activate.
MISS: No effect.
Skill Shot: If the hero’s current Skill level has
in the
top right corner, treat it as a miss. if it has a , treat
as a Shot.
BOSS ZONE: deploy Bosses and accompanying Minions in
this zone.
ENTRY ZONE: start fight rounds here. Enemies may not
move into or attack Entry Zone.
objective token: collect these when meeting their
stipulated conditions. They can be either blue or orange.
-1

Victory Point penalty: indicates the number of Victory
Points lost at the end of the game.
Victory Point: Indicates the Victory Point value of a card
or den.

2

blockers: Blockers prevent Heroes from
performing
and Run actions when in the
same zone.

Wild Token: Boosts a Montage Card or Exchange for a
recon token in the ready phase of the combat round or
buy a vengeance card
Wild Icon on Dens: Collect
enemies.

enemy Health: indicates the number of damage a Hero
needs to inflict in a single roll to kill an enemy.

/

Normal damage heal cost: How
many Heal points are needed to
heal 1 cube of normal damage
for that attribute .

/

Severe damage heal cost: How
many Heal points are needed to
heal 1 cube of severe damage
for that attribute.
Upgrade cost: The cost, in
Upgrade points, of buying
relevant Upgrade
Abilities or Items.
Any Hero Action:
Any of the white
Hero Action results.
upgrade swap left to right: Swap
actions on the left side of the -> to
the ones indicated on the right side.
upgrade swap either way: Swap
actions on either side of the <->
interchangeably.
Remove the indicated
results if
the condition before -> is met
3rd Act Clean-up: Remove 2
Dens at the start of the 3rd Act.
Gang Logos: Used in the solo
game setup. Indicates which of
a gang’s Vengeance cards in
the solo mission should be used

